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(Dictionary of the Quran)

Jinn - (Jeem-Noon-Noon).
Janna means hidden. According to Raghib, it means not only hidden from the eyes but also from
senses. In verse (6/77) the Quran says, "When the night spread darkness over him, he saw a star."

Jananun means grave, as it hides the dead body. Iblees is also a Jinn as this force remains hidden
from the eyes (18/50).
Janeen is an embryo (foetus) in mother's womb. Junnatun is the shield or any weapon with which a
person protects himself (58/16). Jinnatun means madness (23/25). The Arabs thought that Majnoon
was a person who was afflicted by a Jinn. According to Raghib "Al-Jinno" is used in two ways: for
those hidden forces that are good in nature, including angels, and those which are evil, called
"Shia'teen" (Taj / Raghib). The Quran also mentions the Arabs doing worship of Jinn, where it means
angels (37/158) (Taj / Raghib).
The earth in the beginning was in the form of molten matter, and took billions of years to cool down
to a tolerable temperature, suitable for the habitation of mankind. Prior to this, there existed a
creation, which originated from steaming fire (15/27). It is now extinct and is therefore referred to
as "Al-Jaann."
The Quran has referred to, and addressed "Jinn and Ins" together in many verses. Ins, (as explained
under heading "Ins") means tribes which used to settle down at one place, and Jinn means those
bedouins, nomadic tribes or gypsies who kept on wandering and remained in deserts or forests,
away from cities. In Arabia such people were in great numbers. Since the message of the Quran was
for both of them, it has pointedly addressed both of them. For instance:In verse (6/131), "Oh Ye, assembly of 'Jinn and Ins,' don't you know that a Rasool came to you from
amongst you." There is no evidence in the Quran to show that at any time a Jinn was also a Rasool;
on the contrary, it is further clarified in verse (7/35) that the Rusul were from Bani-Adam and were
sent towards them. In Surah Jinn and Ahq'af, it is mentioned that a group of Jinn came to the Rasool
to listen to the Quran (72/1, 46/29). This also shows that the group who came to Rasool-Allah (peace
be upon him) were actually human beings, but from uncivilised tribes.
Surah Bani-Isr'ael mentions in a verse that even if all the Jinn and Ins get together, they cannot
produce a Book like the Quran (17/88).
Verse (6/113) states that some rebellious ones from amongst the Jinn and Ins used to oppose the
Anbia. Verse (7/179) further explains that majority of Jinn and Ins are those who do not use their
intellect and do not contemplate and, therefore, belong to the category of those who would be in
Jahannam. Verse (41/29) states that those in Jahannam would say that they were misled by some of
the Jinn and Ins. In verse (6/129), it is stated that the Ins would say that they used to derive benefit
from Jinn, and the Jinn would say that they also derived benefit from Ins. Verse (27/17) says that
Solomon had an army consisting of Jinn and Ins. In (34/13) it is stated that he employed Jinn for the
construction of synagogues, statues, basin like wells and boilers built into the ground. Some of them
were used as divers to extract pearls from ocean-depths (21/82), and others were kept in chains
(38/37-38). The above narration clearly explains that Jinn means nomadic tribes which keep on
wandering and Ins were those who were social and remained settled.

